Máximo Domínguez-Librarian / Bibliographer, treasurer of the CNB and PhD Student

**Plenary Session 4.** MIL to build smart, secure, resilient, tolerant, and socially inclusive and sustainable development cities
•Global MIL (different work contexts)
• The library did a course on **Global Media and Information Literacy** in student of international relations.
It’s not enough to focus on the sources of information, but how to communicate them, reviewing the alternative channels of academic production.
They improve the communication of research results.
They use wikipedia to enhance articles related to their own research topics
• **Identify** the reference works.

• **Recognize** the differences between a dictionary and an encyclopedia.

"Administración pública del arte"

El conjunto de organizaciones encargadas del manejo, gestión y control de recursos públicos en el sector artístico para la promoción cultural y educativa.
Create your own definition
They learn:

• Copyright, ethical use and collaboration in collective-public domain works (Wikipedia)
Communicate effectively
This year Mexico elected a new president, society had to be well informed, so librarians work hand in hand with news spaces to validate: phrases, data, information that presidential candidates declared in each debate.
• It was an incredible opportunity, we managed to position the name of the libraries and librarians as reliable monitors in front of the citizenship.
Other activities

• Editatón: Edition marathon focus on Social Movements, especially on drug trafficking.
Wikipedia also helps to share valuable local information, making visible “hidden" collections, for example: classified documents and journalistic notes that have not been written, case of forced disappearance and movement that have not had so much "noise in the media". 
National College of Librarians (CNB)

• Professionalization courses on linked data and copyright for librarians.

• Training on the ethical use of information, how institutions should have ethical principles to avoid academic fraud and review creative commons licenses to make their academic production visible.
New challenges / New realities

1. Focusing on public libraries to improve their services and bring citizens closer to the libraries to create strong communities.

2. Having a strategic plan for border libraries or that respond to Central America migrants, libraries should be institutions that help eliminate inequalities in our region.

3. Developing a map of the key cities to provide timely information on the rights of migrants and be a secure point against discrimination, all aid to migrants is valuable at times like the one we are living in Mexico.
¡Thank you!